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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY READING  Reading Passage 4  Your teacher wants you to read this passage on Colonial Expansion.  Read it and answer the questions that follow.    Colonization   Colonization began with development in shipbuilding and navigation which allowed sailors to travel across the open seas with much greater success, coupled with advances in maths, astronomy, cartography and printing, all of which allowed better knowledge to be more widely spread. It gave Europe the potential to extend over the world.   There are three general phases in the history of Europe's colonial expansion, all including wars of ownership between the Europeans and indigenous people, as well as between the Europeans themselves. The first age, which began in the fifteenth century and carried on into the nineteenth, is characterized by the conquest, settlement and loss of America, the south of which was almost entirely divided between Spain and Portugal, and the north of which was dominated by France and England. However, England won wars against the French and Dutch before losing to their old colonists, who formed the United States. England retained only Canada. In the South similar conflicts occurred, with the European nations being almost thrown out by the 1820s.   During the same period European nations also gained influence in Africa, India, Asia and Australasia. England colonized the whole of Australia, especially the many islands and landmasses along the trading routes. This 'influence' only increased during the nineteenth and early twentieth century, when Britain in particular conquered India. However, this second phase is characterized by the 'New Imperialism', a renewed interest and desire for overseas land felt by many European nations which prompted “The 
Scramble for Africa”, a race by many European countries to carve up the entirety of Africa between themselves. By 1914 only Liberia and Abyssinia remained independent.   In 1914 the First World War began, a conflict partly motivated by imperial ambition. The consequent changes on Europe and the world eroded many beliefs in Imperialism, a trend enhanced by the Second World War. After 1914 the history of the European Empires - a third phase - is one of gradual decolonization and independence, with the vast majority of empires ceasing to exist.          
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY READING   111. What did colonial expansion include?  a. influence b. wars of ownership c. gaining independence d. a trend  112. Which of the following did not help colonization?   a. the building of ships b. map making c. industrialization d. advances in astronomy    113. The word conquest in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ____________. a. achievement b. exploration c. victory d. conflict  114. When was the scramble for Africa?  a. during the first phase b. in the second phase c. in the 3rd phase d. in 1914  115. What is true about the third phase?  a. It was the most violent. b. It ended in 1914 c. Africa was the last empire left. d. It was the end of empires.   116.  Which country was divided up in the first stage of colonization?   a. America b. Africa c. Australia d. India  

117. The word motivated in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ____________. a. appreciated b. initiated c. involved d. advanced   118. According to the passage, ____________ a. Spain and Portugal colonized most of America.  b. India was colonized in the first phase. c. the start of World War I was partly due to colonial ambition. d. all three phases included heavy expansion.    119. It seems that Australia ____________ a. was part of the first colonization phase. b. was not wanted by Spain or Portugal. c. was colonized by the English.  d. was first approached by the French.   120. When was South America rid of most of her imperialists?  a. just before 1914 b. late 19th century c. by the 1820’s d. in the third phase of colonization  
   This is the end of the test.  You are not allowed to work on previous sections.  Please wait for further instructions.  


